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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be an associative ring with identity. Recall that the group E(n, R) 
is generated by those n x n matrices over R differing from the identity 
matrix Z, in at most one entry, which must be off the main diagonal. Defining 
v,(A) to be the minimal number of nontrivial generators necessary to 
obtain the product A, one may ask whether there is an absolute bound on 
v,(A) as A varies in E(n, R). If such a bound exists, denote by e,(R) the 
maximum attained by v, on E(n, R). It is then of interest to estimate e,(R). 
As a by-product of their results on commutator products, R. K. Dennis 
and L. N. Vaserstein [2] give the following relative bound, which holds for 
n >m- 1 >sr(R) (where w(R) is the “stable rank” in [S]): 
e,(R)de,(R)+(n-m)sr(R)+3(n(n-1)/2-m(m-1)/2). (1) 
Absolute bounds on e,,(R) are available for some specific rings R. For 
example, D. Carter and G. Keller [ 1] show that if R is the ring of integers 
in an algebraic number field and n 2 3, then 
e,(R)<$(3n2-n)+68A-1, (2) 
where A is an integer which does not exceed the number of distinct rational 
prime divisors of the discriminant of R. They also indicate that, for n > 3, 
e,,(Z) < i(3n2 -n) + 36. (3) 
The purpose of this paper is to give a relative bound for e,,(R) in terms 
of e,(R) which is not a priori restricted to the stable range of R. The 
bound, given in Theorem 1, holds for R a commutative ring with 1 for 
which E(k, R) = E(k + 1, R) n SL(k, R) for m Q k <n. The formulation is 
based on the graph-theoretic structure of the unimodular vector set 
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Um(n, R) introduced by the author in [3]. The result is analogous to (1 ), 
but instead of sr(R) it contains the “path-theoretic” invariant rd(n, R). We 
shall present some notation and prerequisites, prove Theorem 1, note some 
examples, and conclude by giving a path-theoretic proof of the formula (1). 
From this point on, all rings will be commutative with 1. For any ring 
R we call a vector c( = (a,, . . . . a,) T in R” unimodulur if there is some 
/? = (b,, . . . . 6,)’ in R” such that C:= r a,hi= 1; such a B is necessarily 
unimodular and is an associate of a. Denote by Um(n, R) the set of 
unimodular vectors in R”, and give it a graph structure by assigning an 
edge to every pair of associate vectors. For all n 3 2 the graph’s path 
component [[E,]] containing &I = (1, 0, . . . . O)T is precisely the set of vec- 
tors which occur as columns of matrices in E(n, R). For each y in [[Is,]] 
define its norm (1~11 to be the length of the shortest path from y to E,. 
Denote by rd(n, R) the supremum of the norms of vectors in [[Is,]]. When 
a matrix A in GL(n, R) has SI for its first column, we say that A completes 
tl. For proofs and further discussion of the graph structure on Um(n, R) see 
c31. 
We can now state the main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let R he a commutative ring with identity and 2 <m <n. 
Let r=max{rd(k, R):m+ 1 <kdn}. If 
(1) E(k, R)=E(k+ 1, R)nSL(k, R)for mbk<n; and 
(2) E(m, R) has bounded word length; 
then 
e,(R) <e,(R) + ((r + 1)/2)(n(n- 1) -m(m - 1)). 
The first hypothesis replaces the stable range requirement in (1 ), allowing 
every B in E(n, R) to be reduced to E(m, R) by E(n, R) action. The replace- 
ment makes a nontrivial difference: e.g., results of Suslin and Vaserstein 
[4, 51 show that R = R[X,, . . . . X,] satisfies (1) of the theorem for all k > 3 
and yet no k in the interval 3 <k < t + 1 is in its stable range (i.e., 
sr(R) > t + 1). When n 2 sr(R) + 1 the relatively simple structure of 
Um(n, R) makes possible a stable range version of the result. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 1 d m < n and sr(R) d m - 1, and suppose SK,(R) is 
trivial. Then 
e,(R) <e,(R) + 2(n(n - 1)-m(m - 1)). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We present several results from [3] which will be used in the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3 [3, Proposition 3.31. Zf n > sr(R) then rd(n, R) < 3. 
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PROPOSITION 4 [3, Theorem 4.21. Suppose that A in E(n, R), n 2 2, has 
first column a. Then llall <vu(A). 
PROPOSITION 5 [3, Corollary 4.51. Zf rd(2, R) is finite, then 
rd(2, R)<e,(R)<rd(2, R)+ 1. 
Lemmas 6 and 7 require no restrictions on R other than commutativity 
and unit element. Their proofs will use an easy consequence of basic matrix 
algebra: for all A in E(n, R), n 3 2, 
v,(A) = v,(AT) = v,(A-‘). 
LEMMA 6. Suppose a is in [ [E, ] ] c Um(n, R), n > 2. Then there exists 
some completion A of a in E(n, R) such that v,(A)< /Ic1/1 (n- 1). 
Proof Proceed by induction on llall. If llcll] = 0 then c( = si and A = Z, 
works. In general, choose an associate /I of a such that llBl[ = jlclil - 1. By 
induction /I completes to some B in E(n, R) with v,(B) < ( llall - l)(n - 1). 
Now y = BT~ is an associate of s1 and can be brought to .sl by the action of 
some elementary Q with v,(Q) d n - 1. Thus, noting that ( BT) ~ I Q ~ ‘6, = CI 
and 
v,((BT)-’ Qp’)) d v,(B) + v,(Q) d lbll (n - 1) 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 7. E(n, R) has bounded word length tf and only if rd(n, R) is 
finite and there exists some absolute bound e,*(R) on the values of v,(P) as 
P varies over all elementary completions of E,. In this case 
e,(R)<e,*(R)+(n-l)rd(n, R). 
Proof Suppose E(n, R) has bounded word length. Then rd(n, R) is 
finite by Proposition 4 and e,(R) itself clearly bounds the lengths of 
completions of si. Conversely, suppose rd(n, R) is finite and e,*(R) exists. 
Let B be arbitrary in E(n, R) and let its first column be ~1. Choose A for 
this CI as in Lemma 6. Clearly 
v,(B)< v,(AplB)+ v,(A)Ge,*(R)+ Ilc(/I (n- 1) 
from which the result follows. 
(4) 
Proof of Theorem 1. By [2, Corollary S] and Proposition 4 the condi- 
tion (2) in the statement of the theorem implies that r is finite. To obtain 
the bound we argue by induction starting at n = m, where it holds trivially. 
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Note that under the hypotheses of the theorem e,*(R) <e,- ,(R) + (n - 1) 
for IZ > m. By Lemma 7 we have, for all Q in E(n, R), 
v,(Q)<e,*(R)+ (n- 1) r&z, R)< (e,-,(R)+ (n- l))+r(n- 1) 
and the result follows by substitution of the induction hypothesis. 
Proof of Corollary 2. . Proposition 3 allows us to take r = 3 and condi- 
tion (1) of the Theorem holds in this case by the K, -stabilization Theorem. 
Remark. The bound in Theorem 1 may be sharpened somewhat when 
rd(k, R) varies over m < k bn by calculating in dimension increments of 
one. Comparing the n2 coefficient in Corollary 2 with that in formula (1) 
demonstrates the cost of not involving stable range simplifications (e.g., 
[S, Theorem 11) in the proof. 
3. EXAMPLES 
In this section we exhibit some absolute bounds on elementary word 
length and give a path-theoretic proof of (1). 
PROPOSITION 8. Let R be a field or a local ring. Then for n 3 2, 
e,(R)<n2+n-2. 
Proof. Although graph-theoretic methods are not essential to the 
argument, the notation developed thus far proves convenient. Let A be 
arbitrary in E(n, R). Its first row must contain a unit and so two column 
operations suffice to place a 1 in the upper left corner. At most n - 1 
further row operations suffice to obtain a completion of E,, whence 
v,(A) de,*(R) + (n - 1) + 2 de,- ,(R) + 2n. 
Therefore, by induction on n > m 3 2, 
e,(R) < e,(R) + (n’- m’) + (n -m). 
Now Propositions 3 and 5 imply that e,(R) < 4, and the assertion follows. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let R be a Boolean ring. Then for n 2 2, 
e,(R) d (3/2)(n2 -n). 
Proof: By [3, Theorem 3.81, R is Boolean if and only if rd(n, R) = 2 for 
all n 2 2. The result follows directly from Theorem 1 with m = 1 and r = 2. 
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In deriving (l), Dennis and Vaserstein used [S, Theorem l] to bound by 
sr(R) the number of elementary operations required to reduce an arbitrary a 
in Um(n, R), sr(R) <n, to a vector ~1’ in Um(n, R) whose last n - 1 compo- 
nents themselves comprised a unimodular vector. By [3, Proposition 2.23 
any such ~1’ has norm at most 2. Using this fact we can give a path- 
theoretic proof of (1). 
Proof of (1). Let A = (a,,) be in E(n, R). Applying Vaserstein’s theorem 
to the vector (a,,,,~,~,,,, . . . . al,,)’ results in a product of at most sr(R) 
row operations which, when applied to A, yields some A’ in E(n, R) whose 
first column has norm at most 2. Thus by inequality (4) in Lemma 7 
v,(A) d v,(A’) + sr(R) 
6 (e,*(R) + 2(n - 1)) + sr(R) 
<e,-,(R)+3(n-l)+sr(R). 
Equation (1) now follows by induction. 
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